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RUNWAY LIGHTING UPGRADE
Commenced on Monday 9th of March when Project Manager Gary Sims & Zach Sims set
out the position of the lights 15m from center-line of the Runway and Zach then started boring
the holes to house the Runway lighting.
On Tuesday the 10th of March Gary Sims & his right hand man Greg Greenham from
Clare Quarry Pty Ltd began organizing the Members on site of what needed to be done.
The next step was the trenching for the cable and conduit. Gluing the conduit and bends together
and threading the cable through was a big task but with great team work from all involved was
completed without a hitch. Then the light bases wee installed and backfilled with gravel, The
wiring harnesses were then connected to the cable and finally the lights mounted to the bases.
A total of 3.1km cable & tape, 750 lengths of conduit, 180 sweep bends ang 5 litres of glue
were used.
Thanks to the following Members who contributed to the above works Paul Smith, Peter
Roberts, Michael Chigwidden Dick Smith, Roger Pyrke and Mark Jenkinson.
Members Ian Denton & Peter Eaton assembled the 71-light bodies that bolt onto the light
bases a very tedious and time consuming job but they completed the task in record time well
done.
Russell Schmidt went back in time fitting an old cast wheel to the front of the Cat skid steer to
compact the dirt after the cable was laid very innovative.
Thankyou to Shane Fraser MAIT Plumbing for giving us a trencher for the Project Shane has
been a long time supporter of the Flying Group. Another local contractor who gave their time &
machinery for this Project Maitland Contracting Pty Ltd .They bored under the Runway and
hard stand for the windsock lighting and flood lighting
.(Saved us a lot of digging and bitumen repair work)
Thanks to Russell Schmidt from Clare Quarry Pty Ltd for the use of their truck crane to
remove the old windsock and install the new windsock.
O’Dea Solar & Electrical connected the Runway Lighting system to our stand alone solar
powered system. Extra flood lights were also installed for the hard stand area for night operations
when used by the RFDS and other pilots.
Works were completed on Thursday 26th March and the lights were turned on a magnificent
site to see and great relief for Gary Sims that they all worked.
Ashley Dickson of County Helicopters the first to use the Aerodrome Runway lights in his
Robinson R44 Helicopter and thanks for taking me up to get some photos and thanks also
to Gary Sims who took some great photos with his drone
IT’S A GOOD THING TO LEARN CAUTION
FROM THE MISFORTUNES OF OTHERS

